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ABSTRACT
Software variability engineering benefits from Machine Learning
(ML) to learn e.g., variability-aware performance models, explore
variants of interest and minimize their energy impact. As the num-
ber of applications of combining variability with ML grows, we
would like to reflect on what is the core to the configuration pro-
cess in software variability and inference in ML: feature engineering.
These disciplines previously managed features explicitly, easing
graceful combinations. Now, deep learning techniques derive au-
tomatically obscure but efficient features from data. Shall we give
up explicit feature management in variability-intensive systems to
embrace machine learning advances?
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1 INTRODUCTION
To deal with the inherent engineering complexity of variability-
intensive systems, machine learning (ML) techniques are helpful.
Applications include specifying software product lines [1, 20] and
predicting systems’ performance [18, 19]. Conversely, variability
management techniques can support the design ofmachine learning
models [8].

Core to the cross-fertilization of software variability and ML is
the process of feature engineering. While the term “feature” has
many meanings [4, 6] in the software variability and relates to vari-
ous types of data processed by ML algorithms, feature engineering
is essential for relevant configurations (variability) and accurate
decisions (ML). In this paper, we show that though variability man-
agement relies on explicit feature engineering, ML transitioned
from explicit to implicit feature engineering, notably enhancing the
performance of deep learning models. Embracing these advances
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via implicit feature engineering may imply giving up the essence of
variability management by losing control over the features. Should
we go there?

Section 2 presents explicit feature engineering in ML and vari-
ability. Section 3 describes implicit feature management in deep
learning. Finally, Section 4 discusses the implications of implicit
feature management for software variability practice.

2 EXPLICIT FEATURE ENGINEERING
Software variability features. From a user-oriented perspective,

we find multiple definitions of “feature” in software product lines
textbooks: “a feature is a characteristic or end-user-visible behavior
of a software system” [3]; “a set of software-intensive systems that
share a common, managed set of features satisfying the specific
needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are de-
veloped from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way.” [7].
Rashid et al. define a feature as “characteristic of a product that is
visible to the end user in some way” [15]. Thus, from a user per-
spective, a feature can be anything (requirements, design element,
software artifact) as long as it helps distinguish one product from
another.

ML features for image processing. On the other hand, ML models
also try to distinguish products (i.e., data) based on their feature
descriptions. ML features are supposed observable characteristics
that, if appropriately selected, should help decide which group
data belong to. Their definition remains difficult and historically
relies on domain expertise. In image processing, Harris et al. [10]
defined corners as the most relevant parts of images helping to
differentiate them. Schmid et al. [16] improved this approach before
the introduction of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
descriptors [13]. In this context, the literature defines features as
visually explicit elements: corners and boundaries.

ML features for tabular data. The Iris dataset 1 is a toy example
for pedagogical purposes. It contains only 150 instances separated
into three classes, all described by four features (or attributes). They
are the length and width of the sepals and petals. TheMLmodel task
is to analyze the attributes of the sepals and petals to understand
what makes one instance belongs to a class or another. According
to domain knowledge, these four characteristics should be sufficient
to classify irises. Taking a different example, the Postoperative
dataset 2 tries to determine where patients in a postoperative re-
covery area should go next (home, intensive care unit, or general
hospital floor). Domain knowledge informs us that hypothermia is
an important risk after surgery. Thus, the identified features that
1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/iris
2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Post-Operative+Patient
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describe the situation (i.e., overall state of patients) focus on body
temperature.
All these examples have defined their features according to domain
knowledge that documents how experts analyze data to decide.
Because of this human and somewhat manual aspect, features carry
some explicit, explainable semantics. It allows direct mapping from
the decisions to a combination of these features.

Using software variability features as ML features. Regarding soft-
ware variability and feature models, concrete features (abstract
features help structure information) also relate to the decisions
users make when building their products. Here again, the seman-
tics of features is explicit, allowing users to understand the impact
of their choices on the resulting products. However, despite us-
ing software variability features as directly as ML features (e.g.,
[1, 2, 9, 20, 21]), some difficulties arise. For instance, ML models
often require homogeneous features (i.e., over the same range of
values and preventing the use of a list of elements in a single string).
It demands changing the representation of enumerations. Usually,
one turns literals into integers. Yet, ML models consider a spurious
order between literals. One thus flattens enumerations into a set of
Boolean features, for example: “is choice X selected?”. The Pandas
framework, in Python, calls this decomposition “dummification”3.
While this causes the number of features artificially increase (which
may cause other problems for ML, e.g., the curse of dimensional-
ity [11]) and makes them independent, the enumeration semantics
remains.

3 IMPLICIT FEATURE ENGINEERING
The rise of deep learning (DL) has forcedmodels to learn themselves
which features are relevant to their tasks. Doing so, DL models have
shown incredible performances that continue to be improved every
day.

Embedding in Deep Learning. A first step (called embedding)
transforms data into an intermediate homogeneous representa-
tion that accounts for relations between elements of input data
(e.g., close meaning or frequent co-occurrences). One turns raw
input data into vectors of real-value numbers. This vector defines
a high-dimension space that groups data points of close meaning
or frequent co-occurrence. Conversely, there is a greater distance
among points having different meanings or infrequent occurrences.
While this transformation may take as input the previously men-
tioned characteristics, the fact that dimensions are now a non-trivial
combination of these different elements renders the interpretation
of each dimension difficult, if not impossible. However, the new
representation is prone to define a continuous space allowing the
use of, for instance, gradient-based methods for optimization (and
especially to converge when learning the task of the DL model).
The creation and selection of such dimensions is fully automatic.
Hence, embedding and feature extraction do not have to rely on the
knowledge of domain experts to guide the selection or definition of
such features. Yet, there is no guarantee of meeting all the expected
properties of the resulting encoding space.

3https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/reference/api/pandas.get_dummies.html

Interpretation and control over DL features. Automated embed-
ding and feature extraction techniques raise the problem of building
humanly understandable models (i.e., explainable AI), in which we
seek to understand why the model took a decision. Also, multiple
software engineering tasks rely on a deep understanding of the
system’s behavior. For instance, trying to debug a system because
of unexpected behavior is facilitated by clear code structures. With
DL models, understanding the model decision or why it did not
activate the expected neuron is much more difficult because the
features do not have concrete meaning. As an example of an appli-
cation, Pierazzi et al. [14] used some gradient-based techniques to
modify programs such that they become malicious. Yet, the goal of
the transformation is to insert a malicious behavior in the program
while retaining its basic functionality (i.e., the program still behaves
correctly, in addition, it retrieves and leaks information about the
system). This work first transforms the code of the application into
an intermediate representation. This representation supports an
optimal introduction of malicious behavior. Yet, the transforma-
tion needs to be bidirectional since we need to produce back the
modified source code to run tests. Such a property is desirable for
domain expert intervention and control.

Balancing performance and control. Deep learning can achieve
far better performances in various tasks than older ML models and
relies on techniques that demand fewer human actions to optimize
the data representation. The current trend is to use embedding to
provide an efficient intermediate representation to employ gradient-
based optimization techniques. Unfortunately, this prevents domain
experts from controlling how the model behaves and, if necessary,
modifying it accordingly. On the other hand, their intuitions on
which characteristics to consider to solve a problem may be wrong,
leading to ML models of lower performance. In the end, it seems
that there is a trade-off to find between the level of control and un-
derstanding experts need to have to pursue their different activities,
such as model debugging, and the performance of the models.

4 EXPLICIT OR IMPLICIT?
So the dilemma in this paper is the following: either we acknowledge
that explicit feature engineering promoted by the variability modeling
community is crucial, implying non-deepmodels of lower performance,
or we do fully embrace the deep learning advances, allowing ML
models to transform the variability space of our systems automatically
in ways that domain experts may not understand.

Giving up on three decades of feature management research
since the definition of feature models [12] for performance is not
easy. First, it means denying in part the achievements members
of the variability management community contributed to, in this
conference or other venues. They successfully offered techniques
to model, design, test, and verify variability-intensive systems with
myriad options. Second, there are categories of critical systems
where features need to be interpretable by humans, should they be
involved in medical decisions or justice ones. On the other hand, it
leads to missing automation and performance opportunities that
only deep learning can bring. Thus, our community have to explore
trade-offs between explicit and implicit feature engineering. We
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also think that this exploration could lead to a new notion of syn-
thetic feature, issued from reversible transformations of the original
feature space.

Such a graceful combination is required to address complex chal-
lenges such as predicting the performance or energy consumption
of variability-intensive systems [17]. We think now is the time
to do it, as prompt-enabled language models generate code and
documentation for features automatically [5].
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